
PROPAGATION OF
WAVE-FRONTS IN WIDE CHANNELS

OF ARBITRARY CROSS-SECTION

SY G. D. CRAPPER *

This paper applies to channel hydraulics a recent
paper on partial difIerential equation them'y.
Equations are presented in a general fonn for any
shape of channel, and although the derivation of
these equations is very complicated, and is there
fore omitted, their application is relatively simple.
They are applied here to a channel lof triangulaI'
cross-section and show that initially the disturbance
moves away to the sides of the channel.

1. - Introduction

unusual results are predicted. For simplicity a
front is considered to be a discontinuity of the sllope
of the free surface, although a discontinuity of cur
vature or of a higher derivative could equally well
be taken, and the front is shown to split along the
centre-line of the channel with all the initial dis
turbance moving away to the sides of the channel.
The variation ofstrength of the discontinuity is
calculated and the wave-front breaks to fonn a bore
where this becomes infinite. These particular re
sults are confirmed by a solution for a channel
which has a hyperbola as cross-section, the eccen
tricity of the hyperbola being a variable so that
i t can be allowed to tend to a triangle.

Il. - Equations

Axes of x and y are taken in a horizontal plane.
The equations of motion and continuity may then
be writien:

A recent paper, VarIey and Cumberbatch [1], has
provided a simple method for predicting the move
ment of a wave-front and a measure of its strength
in a system governed by hyperbolic pa,rtial cliffe
rential equations. An application of this method
with interest to civil engineers is the propagation of
a ,change in the flow of water in wide, shallow
channels with non-rectangular cross-section. The
equations are presented here in a manner which
allows them to be easily applied to any configura
tion, including variatilon of depth along as well as
across the channel. The only drawback of the
method is that it gives no information on the flow
behind the front. However in a necessarily com
plicated problem, with two space variables and time
involved, it provides a relatively simple me1hod of
obtaining some information about the flow.

The particular case discussed is that in which the
channel cross-section is triangulaI', and SOlne ratller
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where u, v are the x, y velocity components, h is
the Lotal depth, ho the original undisturbed depth, g
the gravitatitonal acceleration and F the Chézy fric
lion coeflîcient.

Following VarIey and Cmuberbatch wc define a
wave front as a line along which veIocity and depth
derivatives may be discontinuous, Le. a wave front
is a characteristic surface of the equations. Cha
racteristic surfaces are determined by the vanishing
of the characteristic determinant of the equations
(1) which yields the equation

(UIl I + vnz -- V) [UIl] + Imz - V + y gh (Il]z + Ill) J
[UIl] + VIl z - V - ygh (Il]z + IlzZ) J = 0 (2)

wheTe:

a = Vs/c z v = U cos B+ v sin B+ C (6)

where (Ill' Ilz) is the unit normal vecbor to the front
and V the speed of the front aIong this normal. As
(2) gives Huee real distinct values for V the equa
tions are totally hyperholic. (Alternative derivations
of this determinant may he found in Ahhott [2J
or Daubert and Gra11'e [il].)

From (2) wc select on physical grounds:

which (since Il]z + Il z
z = 1) represents propagation

,vith speed c = Vgl! relative to the flow. From (3)
bicharacteristic equations are derived which deter
mine how a particular characteristic surface mOves.
Varley and Cumherhatch show that if t (x, y) is the
time at which such a surface arrives at point (x, y)
then ot/ox = ndV and ot/oy = nz/V. Thus (3)
isa first order equation for t and can be reduced to
ordinary differential equations hy standard me
thods. The resulting equations for the hicharacte
ristics are:

1/ \\Tave fronts, bicharactel'istics and hreaking lines in a
tl'ianglllal' channel, with two values of the initial steep
ness S". The wave fronts shown al'e for t = 0.5; 1; 1.5;
2; 2.5 and the hichal'acteristics begin at (0, b) for b = 0;
0.1; 0.5. In ail figures the unit of :1', 11 is 13, the unit of
t is B/\/gH and the unit of s is H/B.
Fronts d'onde, bi-ca1'ilcléristiques et lignes de déferle
ment, dans lm canal de section trianUl/laire, en fonction
de deux valeurs dilTérentes de la cambrure initiale So'

Les fronts d'onde représentés correspondent il t = 0,5; 1;
1,5; 2; 2,5, et les bi-caractéristiques partent de (0, Il)
avec b = 0; 0,1; 0,5. Dans toutes les ligures, 13 est l'unité
de x, y, 13/vgll celle de t, et Ii / 13 celle de s.
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2/ Steepness s as n function of t on the Ilicharacteristics
shown in figure 1.
Cambrure s en fonction de t, correspondant al/X bi-carac
téristiques de la ligure 1.
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oc/o.r = (goh% x)/2 C

where C = vgh, III = cos Band Ilz = sin B. Note
that these equations are not afl'ected hy friction.
It can also he shawn that the right hand sides of
(4) contain derivatives only in combinations which
are continUJous at the wave-kont. Thus in solving
thcm the known values ahead of the front may be
used. In particular c = Vgho, ,vhere, of course,
ho is the known undisturhed depth, and:

Varley and Cumberhatch go on to derive an equa
tion for the variation along a bicharacteristic of the
strength s of the front, defined as the jump in sur
face sllope at the front, the sIope being zero ahead
of the front. The derivation is very complicated
and only the result is given here; it is:
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H. is the radius of curvature of the wave-front.
This time friction appears in the equatilOn. Again
values ahead of the front can he used, and the
coefIicient D is greatly simplified if II and u are
either zero or constant in that region. In deriving
(5) ,ve have assumed that time derivatives of ll, u
and h are zeroahead of the front, Le. the front is
moving into a region of steady flow.

LA HOUILLE BLANCHE / N° 2-1969

can show that it is normal ta the front and there
fore fluid initially moves out hehind the front, appa
rentIy Ieaving no flow in the channel centre where
there is no front; of course the theory gives only
conditions actually at the front, and presumahly
some flow moves in ta the centre from the limiting
hicharacteristic.

The variation of strength 8 a1long a particular
hicharacteristic has ta be calculated numerically
from (5), first re-writing the curvature as:

III. - Solution for
a channel of triangular cross-section

\Ve consider only the case in which the flow
ahead of the front is (V,O), V constant, and the
undisturbed channel deplh is independent of x, so
tha't ocfox = 0

Equation (4) for the bicharacteristics can he solv
ed simpIy if we take ~ rather than t as a parameleI'
on a bicharacteristic. If the initial wave front al
t = 0 is x = 0, ,ve have:

and:

c = C CJos ~

:r = _ Î I3 (u -1- C cos2 ~) d~
Jo cos ~ (oc/oy)

t = -i f3
_-----=-d--,-~=--=-_,__
cos ~ (oc/oy)

CH)

(10)

(11)

where a/oC indicates that t is held constant.
H.esults obtained by using a standard library pro
gramme for the KDF H CJomputer are shawn in
figure 2 for particular initial vallues 80 of 8 (8 0 taken
cons tan t across the channel). Since wc consider
V = 0 only, the friction term again drops out. The
front 'breaks' when CI. and hence 8 hecomes infinite,
and points at which this happens can be shawn
analytically to lie on a straight line. These lines
are shawn in figure 1. If a negative initial value
for 8 !lad been used, the magnitude of 8 would sim
ply have decreased along the bicharacterislics.

IV. - Solution for
a channel of hyperboHc cross-section

(l7)

where C = Co (b) for a bicharacteristic beginning at
(O,b). In (10) and (l]) oc/oy is expressed as a
function of ~ from (H), and CH) also determines y
asa function of~. These equations do not hold
in regions of level bot1Jom where oc/oy = 0, hut
there integration of (4) is trivial. For a fixec1 C
these equations give the bicharacteristics. However
if ~ is eliminated to give x and y as functions of t
then the Enes given when t = constant are the posi
tions of the wave front at that lime.

For a triangulaI' channel of depth H and width
2B:

c = ,/gH ( 1 - ~). °< y < B (12)

(the negative ha:lf foIlows hy symmelry) and (9),
(l0), (lI) give:

t=2 C~

x = Ut -1- 1C2 sin ~ -1- ~ Ct (13)

1 1 C" 1 C? . tIJ = -- ~-- - cos-
. 2 2 C

V\Then V = 0, which is the only case for which re
sults are presenled, the bicharacteristics C = cons
tant are cycloids and the wave fronis are orthogonal
ta them, as shown in figure 1. The interesting
feature of this result is that the wave front splits
at the channel centre leaving, for t > 0, a gap
which Iooks as though it should be filled with some
sort of 'expansion fan' of bichm'ucteristics. If we
consider the flow immediateIy behind the front we

Ta give further information on the splitting of
the front wc now consider a channel which has no
sIope disconlinuity. The hyperbolic cross section:

1 [\ 1
21-1I2J11= 2 H _1 -I- E--)(E-1)2-1- 4E ri2 \ _

E;?l (l5)

is suitable, because as E -!> 1 the shape tends to the
triangulaI' section. This time the integrals in (l0)
and (lI) are nlOl simple ,sa the whole problem has
lobe soIved numerically. For numerical work the
initial value of y, b, is more convenient than C as
a parameter, and in (5) wc lhen have:

(16)

-nole lhe minus, compared with (l4), becallse b
and C increase in opposite directions. Ta ohtain
lhe derivatives in (l6) numerically they have ta be
considered as new variables and equations f,or their
variation along a bicharacteristic derived by cliffe
rentiating (4) with respect ta b. \Vith no initial
flow and c a function of y only this gives:

!L(OX) = !!.!:- ~Y cos ~ - c sin ~ ~l~
dt ob dy ub u)

!!.- (Oy \ = de oy sin ~ -1- e cos ~ ~
dt ob) dy ob ob

.iL ( o~ ) = _ d
2
e oy cos ~ -1- !!.!:- sin ~ ~

dt ,ob dy2 ob dy ob
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3/ 'Vave fronts, bicharacteristics and breaking line in a
hyperbolic channel with E = 1.01 and initial steepness
s" = 1/3. The wave fronts shown are for t = 0.5; 1; 1.5;
2; 2.5 and the bicharacteristics for b = 0.0001; 0.001;
0.01; 0.1; 0.5.

Fronts d'onde, bi-caractéristiques et li!Jne de déferlement,
dans un canal hyperbolique avec E 1,01, et une cam
brure initiale s" = 113. Les fronts d'onde représentés cor
respondent rI t=O,;i; 1; 1,5; 2; 2,5, et les bi-caractéris
tiques rI b = O,()001; 0,001; 0,01; 0,1; 0,5.

5/ "'ave fronts, bicharactel'istics and breaking line in a
hyperbnlic channel with E = LI and initial steepness
s" = 1/;1. The wave fronts shown are fOI' t = 0.5; 1; 1.5;
2; 2.5; il; ;1.5 and the bicharacteristics for b = 0.0001;
0.001; 0.01; 0.1; 0.5.
Fronts d'onde, bi-caractéristiques et li!Jne de déferle
ment dans un canal hyperbolique, avec E = 1,1 et une
cambrure initiale So = 113. Les fronts d'onde représentés
correspondent rI t = 0,5; 1; 1,5; 2; 2,5; 3; 3,5, et les bi
caractéristiques rI b = 0,0001; 0,001; 0,01; 0,5.

3 so=t b=O·5;O·1,O·01;0001;00001.
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4/ Steepness s as a function of t on the bicharactel'istics
shown in figure 3. Note the smail values of s near the
channel centre.
Cambrure s en fonction de t, correspondant au,!, bi-carac
téristiques représentées sur la {1!Jure 3. On notera les
faibles valeurs de s au voisina!Je de l'axe du canal.

Equations (4), (17) and (5) can then be solved
using the same library programme as before. The
results are plotted for two vahles of E in figures 3 to
6. In each case 'the channel is almost indistinguisha
ble froma triangulaI' sectionexcept for a very sma11
rounding off of the discontinuity at y = O. The
reslllts of the triangulaI' case are essentiaUy confir
med. Althollgh the front now goes right across the
channel, it wiN be noted that the strength s of the
front decreases rapidly in the region \vhich corres
ponds to the gap in the front in the earlier case,
confirming that in that case there is no initial f10w
in this region.

These results suggest that channels of trinnglllaT
cross-section would be very ef1'ective in removing
energy from dis turbances propagating up them.
Experiments on such a channel are being carried
out at Leeds University by MI'. P. B. Hird and wHI
be reported in due course in the appropriate journal,
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6/ Steepness s as a fu nction of t on the bicharacteristics
shown in figure 5. Again the values are very smail near
the channel centre.
Cambrure s en fonction de t, correspondant aux bi-carac
téristiques représentées sur la {1!Jure 5. Dans ce cas
éfialeIllent, les valeurs reslent très faibles au voisina!Je
de l'axe du canal.

toghether with more detailed calculations of the f10w
behind the front. However early results confirm
the above work.

The autho'1' is indebted to Dr. l\LLG. Bloor for his
help with the programming.
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